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Select ELC teachers, students tour Salalah port 

     Considering that fieldtrip is      

indispensable in gaining            

meaningful learning experiences, 

select students and  teachers of the 

English Language Centre (ELC) 

went to a fieldtrip at Salalah Port 

on November 30, 2015. 

     The staff and students were     

received by the port officials led 

by     Mr. Hardan, HR Manager 

and Mr. Moahmmed Al Mashini,  

General Manager. 

     The general manager oriented 

the visitors about the functions of 

the port and how it is run by           

various   stakeholders like 

Maersk,            Denmark. 

     He further informed them that 

the port has direct links to        

different   continents, but it serves 

and         markets primarily to East 

Africa, the Red Sea, the Indian                      

Subcontinent and the Arabian/

Persian Gulf on its doorstep.  

     “Salalah Port Authorities       

operate both a container              

terminal and a general cargo       

terminal,” he further stated.  

     He likewise shared  their 20-

year future plan, especially on 

the new adventures and the      

extension of the port. 

    Such educational trip,             

according to the students and    

teachers, was  insightful.      

     Meanwhile, the SCT              

delegation was composed of six 

female students accompanied by 

Ms. Wendella Francis, Mr.      

Musallam Al Mahri, Ms.           

Felicious Grace,  and Ms. Gail 

Macgowan, HoS-Curriculum.  
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MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCE AT THE PORT.  Some ELC teachers of  

Salalah College of Technology listen intently to the presentation  on how the 

Salalah Port operates and how it is run by various stakeholders. 
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SCT harvests 

600 graduates 

 

    After successfully completing 

the requirements of their           

respective degrees and               

specializations, some 600 students 

graduated on          December 21, 

2015 at Al Marooj Theatre. 

   Wearing their academic gowns, 

the graduates beamed with pride as 

Dr. Maryam Al-Awadi, SCT 

Dean, awarded them the          

symbolic   diploma. 

    Those students were products of 

different departments in the      

college, namely: Business Studies, 

Engineering, and Information 

Technology. 

 
Cyclone ‘Chapala’ 
unites SCT family 

 
     A strong spirit of readiness, unity 

and cooperation was manifested by 

SCT family when Cyclone Chapala 

was  announced to hit Dhofar      

Region between October 31 and 

November 2, 2015. 

     The Heads of Departments, 

Heads of Sections, academic and 

non-academic staff, as well as the  

maintenance team worked together 

in shifting the laboratory equipment, 

computers, chemicals and other  

college properties to safer places. 

     The servers and network     

equipment were likewise switched 

off to prevent damage in case of 

flooding. 

by Dr. Felicious Grace 
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ELF reveals winners  

for L4 group projects 

To promote greater     academic 

success for students working to 

graduate from the Foundations  

program in the ELC this term, the 

English Language Forum (ELF) 

Committee          sponsored a   

competition among the Level 4 

(L4) students working in teams to 

create and carry out their major 

group projects this term. The    

winners were announced this term 

recently for Term 1 here at SCT. 

First prize for this contest was 

awarded to the project created by 

members from Group 7 with a  

project  entitled: “Dhofar          

Culture—Then and Now.”     This 

winning team consisted of  Ahmed 

Musallam Al-Mashani, Salim    

Ahmed Al-Mashani, Muhammed 

Ahmed Al-Mashani, and            

Muhammed Said Al-Mashani.  

Meanwhile, second prize went 

to Group 12 with a project called:  

“Transportation.” This team was 

comprised of Amira Salim          Al

-Amri, Muna Said Akaak, and 

Noor Mohammed Akaak. 

Finally, third prize was won by 

Group 11 having a project entitled: 

“Eating Good Food.” Hassan  Said 

Ateeq, Majid Salim Qamseet, 

Rushdi Awadh Hadeed, and        

Ahmed Zabanoot were the       

members of this team. 

In order to graduate from 

Level 4 each term, each student 

must work throughout the      

semester in a group carrying out 

writing, researching, and  

presentation duties as a team 

member on their project.  To 

carry this out well, original    

research through surveying must 

be undertaken and then analyzed 

by the team members.  Aside 

from the presentation format of 

the written project, the quality of 

the analysis and originality of the 

writing were likewise considered 

very       important by the judges. 

     In early December 2015, one 

student project was initially      

selected and nominated by each 

group tutor from the more than 

half dozen projects carried out in 

each class. Subsequently, judging 

for the final portion of the      

competition was undertaken by 

the English Language Forum 

Committee.  
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ELC commemorates nat’l day 

HAPPY 45th DAY, OMAN: Mr. Hashim Al-Dahab, HELC (right)  and Mr. 

Salim Al Mashani, Head of ELC Student Affairs, slice an Omani cake to     

signal the celebration of national day at the Self-Access Centre. 

United as one family, the     

administrators and staff of the 

English Language Centre        

gathered at the                                       

Self-Access Center to             

commemorate the 45th National 

Day of Oman on       November 

29, 2015. 

    Mr. Hashim Al-Dhahab, HELC, 

delivered  a brief speech on behalf 

of the ELC staff and Omani  

people,   thanking His Majesty 

Sultan Qaboos bin Said for his      

generosity and        benevolence. 

      He also asked God to       

protect Sultan Qaboos and     

endow him the best health. 

     The celebration  ended with a 

buffet lunch for all staff and   

visitors. 

by Mr. Kevin Stoda 



     According to many           

educators, student portfolios 

are both an important          

assessment tool as well as a 

means for keeping students on 

track      academically during 

their      various educational 

endeavors.   

     Recently, at Level 4, all   

students in the  ELC          

Foundation program were     

encouraged to create         

portfolios.  

     In order to help     promote 

students’    taking part in this 

academic   endeavor, the     

English Language Forum 

agreed to sponsor a   contest 

and to help select the top     

portfolios amongst all the     

students for Term 1 this 2015-

2016 Academic year.  

     Maleka Omar Ahmed      

Bahid (Group 5) won first 

prize, Atsloom Omar           Al 

Shahri (Group 6) and Ali  

Hassan     Eidroos Ba-Omar 

(Group 9) got second place, 

while Bayan Faris Omar     

Bahajjaj (Group 12),   Fatima 

Ali Bakheet                           

Al-Mashikhi (Group 9),  and 

Adhari Awadh  (Group 12) 

tied for the third place. 

Level 4 portfolio contest 

winners announced  
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      Aimed at making new students 

aware of the college rules, bylaws, 

and services, the English         

Language Centre (ELC) under the 

tutelage of Mr. Hashim Al-Dahab 

conducted an in-house induction 

program for new intakes from 

September 13-17, 2015. 

     The program also included a 

Power Point Presentation on ELC 

management, levels and  groups,    

assessment, and curricula.  

     Students were likewise              

informed about ELC services, 

such as the Self-Access Center,   

Learning Support Center, Math 

Help Center, Writing Center, 

Speaking Club, and the English 

Language Forum. Helpful tips on 

how to study and learn             

English  were shared, too, to the 

new intakes. 

     Meanwhile, presenters of the 

said induction program were 

Ms. Khayar AL Amri (Level 1 

Coordinator), Mr.Yasir Al Yafai 

(Level 2 Coordinator), Mr. Ali 

Hubais (Lecturer), Mr.     

Musallam AL Mahri (Lecturer), 

and Ms. Samha AL Mashali 

(Lecturer). 

     The induction culminated 

with  feedback giving in which 

a questionnaire was answered  

by students to find out if the      

program was relevant and     

useful to them. 

 

by Mr. Kevin Stoda 

ELC conducts in-house 
induction program for new intakes 

BE INFORMED.  Mr. Hashim Al-Dahab, Head of the English Language     

Centre, spearheads the in-house induction program for new intake students 

for semester 2, AY 2015-2016. 
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       To hone students’    speaking 

skills, the English Language      

Centre (ELC) conducted its first 

speaking contest from                      

November  30 to December 1, 

2015. 

    About 22  students from   Levels 

1 and 2   registered to participate in 

the contest.  

     Based on the contest rules,    

students were     instructed not to 

read from a paper, but to take notes 

only or use a power point     

presentation to show pictures or 

vital        information pertaining to 

their topics. 

      Having impressed the board of 

judges, Sadiya Mohammed Aslam 

For the first time at ELC 

Speaking tilt for L1, L2 students held 

Akram Al Balushi (1st), Muna Said 

Mohammed Hassan Al Katheri 

(2nd), and Aminah Madyan Al 

Yafai  (3rd) emerged victorious  for 

Level 1; while Asma Mahad Suhail 

Al Mashani (1st), Salma Mahad 

Masoud Kashoob (2nd), and Safaa 

Adam Salim Al Mashani (3rd) 

were declared as      winners for 

Level 2. 

  They were awarded with     

special prizes at the end of the    

contests by Ms. Gail Macgowan 

(HoS-Curriculum). 

     Meanwhile, all the students who 

registered in the contest were given 

certificate of  participation. 

MOMENT OF TRUTH.  Mr. Yasir Al-Yafai,  Level  2  Coordinator and 

Ms. Gail Macgowan, HoS-Curriculum, prepare to announce the winners 

of  the first ever speaking contest for Level 1 and 2 students. 

MY VOICE, MY POWER.  Armed with confidence, a Level 1 student  

persuades through  his speech the  panel  of judges  during the speaking 

competition held at the Self-Access Centre, ELC building. 
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Level 4 Communication Project Abstracts 

Semester 1,  AY 2015-2016 

1.  Title:     Dhofari Culture – Then and Now 

     Group:  7 

     Members:   

                 Ahmed Musallam  Al-Mashani 

      Saliam Ahmed Said Al Mashani 

      Muhammad Ahmed Al-Mashani 

      Muhammad Said Sallam Al-Mashani 

     Tutor:   Dr. Manizheh Alami 

 

This project aimed to know how Omani       

students feel about Dhofari culture and how proud 

they are of it. Results showed that majority of the 

students think Dhofari culture is famous, they like 

traditional Dhofari food, and Dhofaris still respect 

their culture.  In   addition, respondents            

consider Jabali Mahri as a part of Omani culture; 

and preserving Dhofari culture, such as   customs 

and traditions, can be done by teaching  children. 

Moreover, education and tourism are regarded as 

the most developed and the most attractive Dhofari 

sectors, respectively nowadays by the students.  

When asked about their opinion about Dhofar 

then and now, students revealed that Dhofar has 

become one of the most important regions in 

Oman; Dhofari culture has affected Oman          

civilization; and infrastructure  has paved the     

developments of Dhofar. In order to have a better 

future of Dhofar, the following were                   

recommended: the legacy of the Dhofari                   

environment, customs and traditions should be      

maintained, publishing tourism awareness and         

supporting tourism should be made, the link      

between the government and private sector in   

tourism area should be strengthened, and the    tourism 

movement in the Sultanate being  a tourist center  for 

the Arabian Gulf region and the world in general 

should be activated. 

 

2. Title:     Transportation 

    Group:  12 

    Members:   

     Amira Salim Al-Amri 

     Muna Said Akaak 

     Noor Mohammed Akaak 

     Tutor: Ms. Wendella Francis 

 

 This project dealt with transportation and its      

different types.  Results revealed that majority of the      

students cannot live without transportation and that 

women should drive a car.  In addition, respondents 

chose airplane as the safest and the most               

comfortable mode of transportation in the world. As 

regards to the most preferable mode of transportation, 

some like cars while others want planes.  The current  

transportation used by the respondents is beneficial to 

them because of its accessibility, dependability, safety 

features, and of being environment friendly. Finally, it 

was          recommended that Omani government 

should make     transportation easy and accessible; 

road networks should be improved; modern          

transportation should be given attention to boost    

tourism; and public transportation should be          

available for all citizens. 

 

Turn to the next page 
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  Level 4 Communication Project Abstracts 

Semester 1,  AY 2015-2016 

3. Title:       Eating Good Food 

    Group:    11 

    Members:   

       Hassan Said Hassan Ateeq 

       Majid Salim Ahmed Qamseet 

       Rushdi Awadh Hadeed 

      Ahmad Salim Zabanoot         

     Tutor:   Mr. Salim Al Mashani 

 

This project focused on eating good food. Male 

and female ELC students were randomly  selected to 

answer the questionnaire. Findings of the survey 

showed that the respondents prefer    eating at home 

while some like eating in fast food restaurants; they 

have never tried to go on a diet and do not plan to do 

so; and they eat meat in a balanced diet but eat less 

fruit. Also, students claimed that healthy foods give 

them power and strong bodies; while social media 

and newspaper can be used to encourage people to 

eat healthy food.  

 

4.  Title:     Helping Refugees 

     Group:   3 

     Members:   

       Noora Al-Kathiri 

       Sharifa Al-Kathiri 

       Muna A-Mahri 

       Sharifa Al-Yafai              

     Tutor:   Ms. Carys Corcoran 

 

           The aim of this project was to find out what 

Omani people think about helping refugees. Most of 

the student respondents in the ELC considered war 

as one reason why refugees flee their countries.  

They believed, too, that helping refugees is a     

humanitarian job and making donation is the best 

way to help refugees. According to the              

respondents, Oman should help refugees more by 

hosting them and by donating money, food, and 

other supplies. Services like education and health 

care are likewise ways of helping  refugees. 

 

5.  Title:     Children and Social Networking 

Group:  2  

      Members:  

         Khadija Alshahri 

         Mona Alkathiri  

         Malak Alkathiri  

         Zahwa Ghawas  

       Tutor:   Dr. Lorna Beduya 

 

The purpose of this project was to find out 

students’ opinion and attitude about the popular 

social networking used by children. Most ELC   

students agreed that parents should allow children 

to use social networking sites, provided that the 

parents should watch their children and also guide 

them. However, there was a group of students that 

did not support the data in which kids are free to 

use social networking sites. Recommendations of 

the survey were: parents should sit down and talk 

to their children and give advice on how to use  

social network properly;  parents should give  

proper time for children to use social network;  

and parents should advise their children that       

excessive use of social media may cause health 

problems like poor eyesight, fatigue and body 

pain. 
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Life is unimaginable  without 

cars, microwaves, cell phones, 

computers, and televisions.         

Undeniably, technology enables us 

to save time and money, and life 

has been made easier. 

First of all, technology has 

helped mankind in many ways. Life 

is much easier and more           

comfortable today than in the past 

due to the wonders of technology. 

In addition, modern machines do 

not make mistakes when            

programmed correctly and they  

always accomplish tasks perfectly, 

so you won’t have to worry about 

making a mistake and getting    

trouble. For instance, daily life 

chores become very easier and  

faster because of technology. 

This HIGH-TECH World 

Another point is that the   

development in communication 

has brought people closer.        

Apparently, technology enables 

us to keep in touch faster and 

more convenient with our loved 

ones, friends and colleagues.  

Also, we can now send          

messages instantly even if we 

are miles away from them.  For 

example, the use of Skype,     

Facebook, Twitter and 

Whatsapp is now very               

indispensable for                   

communication. 

Lastly, the development in 

medicine has eradicated many    

diseases.  Many diseases can 

now be cured and prevented due 

to the breakthroughs in        

medicine.   Moreover, people 

can live   healthier, can be more         

productive and can have more 

independent lives. For            

example, individuals who     

previously may have been 

chronically ill can now look      

forward to leading normal or 

close-to-normal lives             

because of    medical           

technology. 

Technology has truly  

transformed the world into a 

better one that even the       

seemingly impossible things 

can now be explored.  Hence, 

we should learn how to  the  

value the wonders technology 

and not to abuse them at any 

cost. 
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Most people these days have become heavy users of 

the internet. It’s been an awesome      technological     

advancement that has revolutionized the way that we do 

things. The Internet has       certainly impacted our lives, 

and the way we did things in the past is now different to 

this day; most people cannot even live without it, nor 

could know a life that did not have it. Here are some of 

the ways the internet has changed us, for the better and 

for the worse. 

 

We can communicate instantly 

Years back the main form of communication that 

was used was physical letters; often taking a week or 

even two to have them sent to someone and    expecting a 

response, even longer. With the       invention of the    

We can shop online 

     Online shopping has close to remove the middle man 

which has meant that the products we buy can now be 

bought at much cheaper prices. The internet has brought 

on the power of online shopping and  auctioning with 

people all over the world, a change to the conventional 

ways that we have been following to buy things. 

All these changes can often lead to this question – is it 

all for good? The Internet has changed the way we do 

close to everything, and with people questioning what 

their lives would be like without it, it makes us wonder, 

what negative effects has the internet had for us. 

HOW HAS THE INTERNET CHANGED OUR LIVES? 

internet came email and instant messaging, which meant 

people could send and receive things instantly, changing 

the way we communicate with each other. All those   

direct contacts with people, the hundreds of emails 

or Facebook updates we get each day would not have 

been possible if it wasn’t for the internet – now we live 

in a much more connected world. 

We can search things instantly 

      Remember about 20 years ago when the only way 

you could find a piece of information was to go to an 

encyclopedia… I don’t. But that’s only because I’ve 

grown up always having the internet; but it doesn’t mean 

that this wasn’t the case. With the advent of search     

engines, meant that people could find out       information 

on any topic, instantly. Now we have    access to a huge        

collection of resources always; which has changed the 

way we view information. 

 It’s become quite obvious that people spend hours 

upon hours on the internet and this could have some   

serious health effects; people have often died from 

spending days in front of the computer. On a  lesser note, 

there are things like back problems and eye sight prob-

lems that can also develop but people don’t want to talk 

about; or people becoming so attached to the internet that 

they no longer socially interact with the rest of the world. 

All of these problems have developed with the rise of the 

internet – so aside from all the great things the internet 

has achieved, there still these things to look out for. 

http://www.shoutmeloud.com/role-of-social-shopping-in-consumer-decision-making.html
http://www.shoutmeloud.com/30-health-tips-for-full-time-bloggers.html
http://www.shoutmeloud.com/30-health-tips-for-full-time-bloggers.html


OMAN that Was 

     Oman has changed a lot 

since 1970 when His Majesty 

became the ruler.  In spite of 

the fact that some traditions 

and customs like weddings, 

dress, and food remain the 

same, Oman in the past was 

largely different from Oman in 

the present as regard to       

services, communication, and 

way of living. 

First of all, there is no 

doubt that life before 1970 was 

much harder than what it is 

now. Lack of services made 

Omani life very tough. There 

were no sophisticated          

machines and equipment.  In 

addition, the people were not 

educated enough and            

they were inexperienced to 

explore a lot of things.  They 

mostly        depended on their 

physical strength and stamina 

to do work.   

Secondly, communication 

in the past was not easy.         

People from different regions 

in Oman could not              

communicate with each other 

easily due to lack of 

knowledge about technology 

and the number of telephones 

was limited.  Aside from that, 

airplanes and cars were not 

TOURISM in OMAN 
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Should countries like Oman encourage tourism? Is tourism good or bad for 

Omanis?  Nowadays, tourism has become one of the most appreciated sources of 

income for many countries in the world. In Oman, tourism is  considered  the   

fastest growing industry because it is a good way of earning  foreign  currency.  I 

will present three arguments in favor of the topic “Tourism is good for the        

development of Oman.” 

The first argument is that tourism brings in foreign money.  I believe that the 

economy of a country can boom through tourism which greatly benefits the     

population. In addition, foreign exchange helps to increase developments and 

thereby accelerates economic growth. For example, the income from tourism in 

the form of foreign exchange earnings is added to the national income of many 

developing countries. 

Another argument is that facilities for the tourists will benefit the country.  I 

think that when the country has more money, it can improve its                          

infrastructure which is a benefit for the local people. Also, this improvement in the 

infrastructure of the country adds to its assets and therefore in the long-term the 

government does not have to spend on infrastructure and can concentrate on other 

areas of need. For example, good roads, good hospitals and good shopping malls 

will be constructed when tourism is active.  

The last argument is that tourism will provide more jobs for the local        

population.  In my opinion, it provides direct employment for many people              

associated with occupations in bars, hotels, and tour guides. Moreover, it gives 

indirect employment in terms of factory workers who help to produce goods and 

services in the economy to meet the increasing demands of the population and the 

tourists. Finally, there will be more jobs in the development of local crafts since 

tourists love to buy souvenir items from the country they visit. 

All in all, I strongly believe that tourism is beneficial to Oman because of the 

reasons I pointed out. Hence, tourism in my country should be encouraged  so that 

we can be fully industrialized and be called “Economic Tiger in the Middle East.” 

always available that time, so Omanis living overseas for a period of time had much 

difficulty to reach out to their family, relatives and friends in Oman. 

Finally, life in the past was simple and social life, I think, was way   better.  People 

in the past did not have to study for many years as the three main jobs available were 

farming, fishing and trading. Omanis would only work for long hours, ate dinner, and 

went to bed in order to get up early.  There were not any distractions such as TV, mobile 

phones and the Internet.  Since the number of people was just small, Omanis could visit 

each other very often; hence, the bond was much closer and stronger. 

In brief, I can say that that life in the past and life in the present in Oman are totally 

different, each having pros and cons.  Nevertheless, most Omanis believe that life   

today is much better and more convenient due to the wonders of technology. 

by Mohammed Hashim Ali Al-Dahab 



  

Starting Off a New School Term 
by Dr. Ronilo Jayag 
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   Jacques Barzun once stated that in teaching you cannot 

see the fruit of a day’s work. It is invisible and remains so, 

maybe for twenty years.  

     Everyone is anxious about the start of the new school 

term. The concern mostly is centered on strategies to get 

started to the best possible activities in the classrooms. But 

first let us be realistic to find out the importance of       

relating to and understanding the students we serve. This 

is no easy task. 

     Not all teachers enjoyed their first school experience 

and some found the classroom to be a haven for anxiety 

and toxic undertakings especially as they anticipate those 

first days in a new classroom in a foreign land. We know, 

through bitter experience, that our academic skills and   

social competence will be sorely tested again and often 

they will not be equal to the challenge. Thus, the cycle of 

fear of failure begins once again. 

     As teachers, we must also understand the significant 

anxiety that our students face as they enter the classroom 

in each term. For teachers and students, coming to school 

every day can become a hopeless task if both teachers and 

students don’t succeed at what they do. However, we 

should not forget that we teachers are sentries against that 

hopelessness.   

     A little planning somehow may lighten and improve 

our strategies, techniques, procedures and inspirations that 

may help in getting our new school term off to a           

constructive and supportive start. 

     The first thing a new teacher should do is to take steps 

to get to know the school. Acquaint yourself with the    

philosophy, policies, procedures and personnel. The first 

day of school sets the tone.  Get to know your students and 

stimulate enthusiasm.  

     The second thing to do is to build a rapport with your 

students. Contrary to popular belief, teachers who        

develop positive working relationships with their students 

do not do so by magic. Developing a good rapport with 

students takes strategic planning. How to do this:  

perform tasks such as establishing rules with your 

students. This should include the school’s policy.  

Present yourself with a stern yet caring demeanor, 

and most importantly, clearly communicate your   

expectations to your     students on day one. Enforce 

your rules consistently. To do otherwise erodes     

students' trust and respect that will ruin the entire   

academic term. 

     The third thing to do is to ready all your        

teaching materials. Acquaint yourself with the 

teaching delivery plans and constantly coordinate 

with your superiors and colleagues for some           

possible      concerns. If possible, stick to the plan 

without       reservations unless the situation called 

for. 

     In the remaining days of the term, get your       

students ready to learn. Each day of meeting, make 

the students feel welcomed and valued in your    

classroom. Communicate consistently. Recognize, 

encourage and reinforce positive behaviors and 

achievements. Never take cooperative and helpful 

behaviors for granted. Behavior which is reinforced is 

repeated. Praise publicly, but criticize privately. If 

over unruly behavior of students happened during the 

course of the term, seek the help of the proper        

authority in an appropriate venue. 

     And finally, I think all of us who teach wonder if 

we have made any difference in the lives of our     

students. We wonder if they are taking the lessons we 

taught them and applying them in real life              

situations. Thus, the best lesson the students can learn 

is still the teacher himself/herself.                           

Appropriately, the statement of W.E. B. DuBois 

“Students learn more from what you are than 

what you teach” seems to matter most. Good luck 

everyone! Have a fruitful academic journey with your 

students and colleagues!  
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Today technology is the integral part of our life in 

general and education in particular. We are            

dependent on technology at home and work.  Even 

teachers give students assignments that need        

technology to be accomplished.   

These days, technology has made  education    

easier for both teachers and students. Most of the   

students use different types of technological tools 

such as the Internet, Apps and Weblogs to do their 

homework and projects. Despite negative impact of 

technology on students like cheating and plagiarism 

by copying other’s ideas and words, the positive    

effects of technology overcome negative ones by   

enhancing learning and making it accessible, seamless 

and integrated.  

Recently an app named 

"Flinnt" (www.flinnt.com) has been emerged in    

education industry. Flinnt is an instant                  

communication and sharing platform designed for 

educational institutes. This platform enables teachers 

to communicate and share information with parents 

and students. As it is accessible through computers, 

laptops, mobile phones, tabs, it becomes very         

convenient for teachers and students to access from 

where ever they want at any point of time. 

Using Flinnt, teachers can build friendly and    

collaborative learning environment.  Moreover, you 

can motivate students and other teachers to use this 

app to make the education interesting rather than 

sticking to the traditional methods of education. It is 

easy, simple and comfortable to use this App. Flinnt 

makes sharing learning resources as well as college 

updates         convenient.  

Flinnt can be accessed through web: 

www.flinnt.com or through App (Android & iOS). 

Flinnt is absolutely free for Educational Institutions 

and they can create unlimited number of courses and they can 

also register unlimited number of learners, teachers and      

parents. Needless to say it is free for Learners, Teachers and 

Parents as well. 

To implement Flinnt at an institution level you need to 

follow these steps: 

 Create Institutional ID; 

  Create Courses & allocate them to teachers; 

 Teachers to register & Join Courses through Web or App; 

 Teachers to Start communicating & sharing : App Posting 

or Web Posting; and 

 Learners & Parents Join Courses through Web or App. 

You can create different types of courses on Flinnt like: 

For whole Institution one Course - Institutional Events & 

News; Subject wise Courses- 1st Science, Nursery A, 1st 

SEM Marketing, 12th Maths, 2nd SEM Financial             

Management, etc. 

Through Flinnt, you can communicate in the form of 

messages and / share learning resources in the form of Image, 

Video, Article, Blog, Online Websites, Audio File, Document 

etc. Bear in mind that only teacher can post on Flinnt and 

learners can only comment. Flinnt enables teacher to instantly 

communicate & share with the Learners thereby reducing the 

time & effort of keeping them updated with day to day things. 

Transforming EDUCATION  

with TECHNOLOGY 

by Dr. Manizheh Alami 
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Mark Zuckerberg is Building  

a Robot Butler! 
 

Mark Zuckerberg has taken his first step toward 

becoming a superhero. The Facebook founder has   

announced plans to build a robot butler, inspired by 

Iron Man's artificially intelligent personal assistant 

J.A.R.V.I.S. (Just A Rather Very Intelligent System). 

Zuckerberg plans to build an A.I. system that will 

run his entire home, from controlling the lighting and 

temperature to recognizing his friends’ faces when 

they’re at the door, and even helping him with his 

work by providing VR data visualizations. Unlike    

Tony Stark's trusty assistant, Zuckerberg’s robot 

won’t help him fight crime (so he says). 

Zuckerberg announced his robot butler plans 

on Facebook, explaining that the project is his      

personal New Year's resolution: “Every year, I take 

on a       personal challenge to learn new things and 

grow      outside my work at Facebook. My          

challenges in recent years have been to read two 

books every month, learn Mandarin, and meet a new 

person every day,” he wrote. “Every challenge has a 

theme, and this year's theme is invention.” 

    Unfortunately, Zuckerberg doesn’t seem to have 

any plans to market his AI sidekick to the masses. 

"The reason I'm building this just for myself is that 

the technology in every home is different, so it'll be 

much easier for me to start just building this for mine 

that building a general product that works for        

everyone," he explained. 

Even so, Zuckerberg has promised to share any 

discoveries he makes—which means any budding   

Tony Starks out there will have the opportunity to 

learn from his work. 

WEIRD  
TECHNOLOGY FACTS 

 

 

 It’s impossible for your computer to be        

infected by a virus, just from opening an 

email message. 
 
 70% of virus writers actually work under a 

contract for an organization. 
 
  Bulletproof vests, fire escapes, windshield 

wipers, and laser printers were all invented 

by women. 
 
 Leonardo DA Vinci invented the scissors. 
 
 Close to 60% of the radiation that comes 

from   a mobile phone goes directly to the 

users head. 
 
 The web, not indexed by search engines is 

said  to be 500 times bigger than the current 

size of the indexed web. 
 
 The original URL for Yahoo was http://

akebono.stanford.edu/ 
 
 The name of the search engine Alta Vista 

came into existence when the word Vista 

was      misinterpreted as “Alta Vista” on a 

white board. 
 
 Up until the 14th of September, 1995,       

domain registration was free. 
 
 The average person receives around 30 

emails a day, 3 of these being spam. 
 
 Billions of hours are wasted online, spent, 

waiting for content to download. 
                 

Source:   www.mentalfloss.com 

https://www.facebook.com/zuck/posts/10102577175875681?pnref=story
http://www.shoutmeloud.com/how-to-check-virus-online-upload-file.html


Harvesting Frankincense    
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 FAST FACTS 
 

 160 billion emails are sent    

daily, 97% of which are spam. 

 

 9 out of every 1,000 computers 

are infected with spam. 

 

 A twillionaire is a twitterer 

with a million or more         

followers. 

 

 There are more than 1 billion 

computers in use. 

 

 There are more than 4 billion 

cell phones in use. About 3   

million cell phones are sold  

every day. 

 

 The first known cell phone   

virus, Cabir.A, appeared in 

2004. 

 

 Amazon sells more e-books 

than printed books. 

 

 Facebook has more than 1.3    

billion registered users; about 

100 million of those are fake 

profiles. 

 

 About 3 billion people connect 

to the Internet, 850 million of 

them speak English. 

 

 One Google search produces 

about 0.2g of CO2. But since 

you hardly get an answer from 

one search, a typical search     

session produces about the 

same amount of CO2 as does 

boiling a kettle. 

 

 The first public cell phone call 

was made on April 3, 1973 by 

Martin Cooper. 

 

 

Frankincense is a natural form of incense that is used in every Omani 

house.  It is a mixture of essential oils with gum and the only country in 

the world which can provide a high quality of production is Oman. 

Frankincense can be used as a natural household cleaner.  It can also be 

used as a natural product for personal hygiene.  It has been known to  

relieve symptoms of indigestion, if taken internally.  For younger      

people, it has been used as a remedy for acne, as well as a balm for scars 

or wounds.  It can also function as a natural cold or flu medicine, and it 

can help reduce stress reactions and negative emotions. 

Harvesting frankincense consists of four stages that require skilled 

hands and some tools: 

First Stage.  The outer bark of the tree is cut in many places by    

using a metal knife called a mengaf.  Its length is 15 cm. Milky sticky 

liquid flows from the tree, which is left for two weeks. 

Second Stage. The first production is removed because of the low 

quality and then the tree is cut in the same places again. The milky liquid 

that comes from the tree is left for another two weeks. 

Third Stage. The tree is cut for the third time, and in this case, it  

produces a milky liquid of good quality. 

Fourth Stage.  Before selling the frankincense in markets, the      

individual collected pieces which have defects are removed. Finally, 

plastic bags are filled with the collected pieces which are good enough to 

save. 
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5 Tech Trends that Could Supercharge Education in 2016 

The technologies of tomorrow are already   

making headway into education, and others are 

poised for mass distribution in 2016. Actually, 

they are        already being tested in select      

classrooms today, laying the seeds for the future 

of how students could learn. With 2016 on the 

way, technology analysts have been 

busy prognosticating the top technology trends. 

A few of these technologies have already made  

headway into education, and others are poised 

for mass distribution, with the promise of           

ground-shaking change in their wake. 

 

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)  

ADDS NEW DIMENSION TO LEARNING 
 

VR is shaping up to be one of the largest          

technology turf wars of 2016. Several global           

companies have staked millions of dollars developing 

their brand of the technology, including 

Google, Samsung, HTC, Sony and the                      

Facebook-backed Oculus, and in 2016 many of these 

iterations of the VR craze are set to go to market. 

The immersive power of this technology has 

caught the eye of Jon Phillips, managing director of 

strategy for worldwide education at Dell. According 

to him,  experiential learning can teach complex 

problems in a different way than traditional          

education methods of today. Meanwhile, Google is 

already on the case. Its Expeditions Pioneer          

program is bringing smartphone-powered Google     

Cardboard devices to classrooms across the country 

as a way to introduce students to VR technology.  

 

3D PRINTING’S AUDIENCE  

ON TRACK FOR     GROWTH 
 

3D printers have already broken through in         

education, helping students bring their ideas to life or 

put their hands on concepts that previously lived   

only in textbooks. But 2016 could prove to be a             

transformative year for the technology as the devices 

become more affordable and the barrier to entry        

continues to drop. 

The power of 3D printing in education isn’t 

merely replicating ideas but creating new ones. There 

is an inflection point that people get when they start 

to print because people go out onto Thingiverse, a 

repository of 3D files. Having a community of         

tinkerers,               programmers and students who are                       

fostering makerspaces — local labs are armed with 3D 

printers and fabrication tools  — across the country. 

Spaces like these are urging learners to   develop new 

engineering skills that could become the bedrock for an 

industry that’s still being         pioneered.  

 

INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)  

FINDS ITS PLACE  
 

Today, the IoT applications for education are still 

being explored, with some classrooms      dabbling in 

gesture-based controls feeding data to                    

Internet-connected devices. The potential for the 

technology looms across a variety of applications. 

The           technology also got a mention in IT       

research and   advisory firm Gartner’s list of 10    

strategic           technology trends of 2016, in its     

entry on “device mesh,” the big-picture view of how 

our devices I  nteract, creating a new picture of our 

lives through the data these devices collect.   

 

WEARABLES COURT  

MAINSTREAM STATUS 

 

 Wearables not only assist students, but also offer 

many benefits to educators. From pinging students’ 

GPS locations during a field trip to      recording 

point-of-view lessons, teachers have more options to 

monitor and engage with         students; and this     

engagement can also translate to         communication 

between educators, giving them more options for   

collaboration. 

 

TECH GETS SMARTER,  

BECOMES MORE INTERACTIVE 

 
Analysts see robotics serving a more hands-on 

role in the classroom.  Robotic toys are capable of 

changing how special-education students learn in the 

classroom. Special Education departments will soon 

have whole classrooms of intelligent toys to play 

with. Meanwhile, connected devices like the         

programmable robot Sphero are already working well 

in the classroom. It just takes the right lesson plan to 

unlock their potential. 

https://www.google.com/get/cardboard/
http://www.samsung.com/us/explore/gear-vr/?cid=ppc-
http://www.htcvive.com/us/
https://www.playstation.com/en-us/explore/playstation-vr/
https://www.oculus.com/en-us/
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/11/google-expeditions-brings-virtual-reality-field-trips-schools-across-america
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/11/google-expeditions-brings-virtual-reality-field-trips-schools-across-america
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/07/dc-makerspace-sanctuary-pioneers-big-thinkers-and-students
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/07/dc-makerspace-sanctuary-pioneers-big-thinkers-and-students
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/10/iot-incorporates-human-gestures
http://www.edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2015/10/iot-incorporates-human-gestures
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3143521
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3143521
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Level Up 
Though a cliché, the statement “Life is a gamble”      

remains applicable to our life’s battles. Playing well our 

cards in a game determines our sweet victory. But the      

moment we lay the wrong card, it would mean our great     

defeat! 

 Passionate and driven as we are, let’s change for the 

better in 2016 and the years to come.  We should build a 

strong foundation for  our future, and the skill we  need to 

do that  is  prioritizing.  Our  life experiences are the  keys 

to usher us to the right road. 

Rising Above Adversities 
While it is true that life is tough, we  shouldn’t give up.  

The stormy sea will calm down, offering  us a new  and 

bright tomorrow.  

There are many success stories of men and women   

rising from rags to riches because of persistence, hard 

work, and dedication. Steve Job’s story, for instance, is very 

inspiring. Amid life’s challenges, let’s be strong and trust 

the Giver of Life. 

Reference Apps 
Technology has made learning easier, faster, and more 

convenient.  Students do not need to go to the library to 

read painstakingly voluminous books and reference         

materials. As long as the learners have smartphones and an 

Internet connection, any topics under the sun can be      

unraveled. 

Truly, reference apps are important in various           

academic subjects. Virtual knowledge is  helpful and        

appealing to students because they can gain                                             

information anytime, anywhere. My only advice is “Think 

before you click!”  

English Language Centre                             Feature 

I Like to Move It! 

All types of audience- children, teenagers or 

adults—love to watch  television shows and movies.  

Watching my  favorite comedy sitcom “The Big 

Bang Theory,” for example, can surely make  my 

day! 

Watching TV and movies is undoubtedly cool. 

The bottom line, nonetheless, to intelligent viewing 

is moderation. 

 

Do You Have the Time? 

       Time management is quite tough to do, isn’t it?  

More often than not, we tend to procrastinate. We 

leave for today what we can do for tomorrow by 

thinking there is still time.  Yet, how much time is  

really left? Haven’t we realized that lost time can’t 

be found again?  

      Relating this topic to our students, they need to 

use their time wisely and productively should they 

want to pass the Foundation and Post Foundation 

programs with    flying colors.   It’s only a matter of 

self-discipline coupled with determination.  Every 

tick of the clock counts. 

 

O Captain, My Captain! 

      Invictus is a famous poem that brings us             

inspiration as we journey through life.  That         

literary piece of William Ernest Henley reminds us 

that we make our destiny and  we shape our  future.              

Apparently, the kind of life we want to have           

depends solely on us, not on fate. 

Life is a matter of choice. God has endowed us 

wisdom  and discernment. When we commit        

mistake because of poor decision, we shouldn’t 

blame anyone else or just say it’s really our luck. 

 To our students, sail in the right direction so that 

you won’t regret it  in the end. You can do it, believe 

me. 

In MYRIAD Thoughts... 
by  Dr. Claire Orpilla 
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     The Salalah College of Technology is one of the 

premier providers of technological education in the   

Sultanate of Oman.  It was opened in 1997. 

     There are four levels in the foundation division     

(pre-elementary, elementary, intermediate and       

advanced levels).  In the advanced level, there is a   

project year and you have to pass it to go to the       

certificate year. 

     After the certificate year, you may advance to the 

diploma year, and then the higher diploma year.  

Then, finally, you will be able to study for your     

bachelor’s degree in your chosen specialization.  

There are many specializations you can select from 

after        finishing your foundation year (for          

example, the      Department of     Business Studies, 

the Department of Engineering, and the Department 

of Information Technology). 

    In your free time, you may visit the library if you 

would like to read some books, use the computers, or 

prepare for your classes.  You may also sit outside in 

resting places outside of the study buildings during 

break time, or you may visit the cafeteria. 

  In conclusion, the years we spend in college are     

important, because they are the years that we, as      

students, can prepare for our future. 

SCT: MY BELOVED COLLEGE 

I have amazing teachers at the English          

Language Centre.  They come from different 

parts of the world, but their common goal is to 

help   Omani students learn English better. 

My English teachers are very                   

understanding, patient, and kind. With utmost 

commitment and hard work, they help me     

improve my writing,    reading, grammar,     

listening, and speaking skills. They act as my  

second parents who guide  me to the right path 

of life. 

As you can see, learning English is fun and    

interesting at the college because of my great     

teachers. I admire them so much and I want to 

be as successful  as they are in the  future.  

 

My ELC Mentors 



 

training occurs when employees are getting training away 

from their workplace and environment.  It gives a              

comprehensive view of knowledge that makes employees 

more effective in many different areas of the company.      

Examples include:  lectures, case studies, role playing, and 

simulation. 

In conclusion, every one of us has some unique skills that 

differentiate us from others.  Therefore, we must think       

seriously about these skills and work hard to improve them.  

Training and Development 

 

No one is born knowledgeable; we all need to learn, and 

practice how to do things, for ourselves.  Actually, training 

and development enhance our skills and abilities to perform 

our duties in a correct way.  Most global     organizations pay 

a lot of attention to their human        resources departments, 

and try to offer the best training and development program to 

increase their employee’s capabilities.  As I am an HR       

student, I would like to talk about why human resources are 

important, what kinds of training and development there are, 

and the methods of training. 

First of all, human resources are integral for any        

organizations.   Organization refers to the sum total of the 

talents and skills of people that contribute to the                

production of all goods and services.  It is, without           

question, considered as both a main- and long-term asset    

because all other factors such as money or other tangible    

assets will be spent or expire; human resources, on the other 

hand can be counted on to remain for the future and continue 

to build up their respective organizations. 

Secondly, it cannot be stated strongly enough that      

without proper training and development, our company’s    

human resources will not be able to work efficiently or      

effectively.  Training is aimed at, for the most part, short-term 

and      technical workers.  Following that, development is for 

a more mature category of worker that helps them acquire 

new     horizons, expectations and viewpoints       towards 

future needs that enable managers to be          proactive, rather 

than reactive, in dealing with any     problems or issues that 

come up. 

Last of all, there are two essential methods of      training:  

on he job training, and off the job training.  The former, on 

the job training, is given at the actual work place while the 

employee is doing his or her job.  It conveys relevant 

knowledge, skills and abilities matched to the same work by a 

professional trainer or an experienced employee who serves 

as the course instructor.  In fact, it is a desirable method in 

small-budget organizations because it saves time and is not 

expensive.  Examples include:  coaching and mentoring,   

formal classroom and job rotation.  At a later point, off-the-
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Computer Viruses 
 

     Computer viruses are small software programs that 

are designed to spread from one computer to another.  

They might delete data on your computer or erase      

everything on your hard disk.  There are three main parts 

that I will mention:  first, specific examples of computer 

viruses, second, how viruses become active and finally, 

how do I remove computer viruses. 

     First of all, there are many examples of computer  

viruses such as Trojan viruses.  A Trojan virus is a     

program which steals passwords and then sends an         

e-mail to the hackers’ fake account.  So, that hacker then 

has control over your account.  Another kind of        

computer virus is a worm.  A worm is a program that 

spreads over network connections.  Worms are mostly 

found in multi-user systems. Other types of viruses    

include bacteria, bombs and salami. 

     Second, there are many ways in which a virus can be 

activated.  One very common hint that a virus may be 

installed on your computer is that you hear a musical 

melody being played.  A common point of time at which 

a virus could activate is when files are being changed, or 

hard disks are being formatted. 

     Finally, an important question that often comes up 

when discussing computer viruses is how they can be 

removed.  The fastest, most easiest way is to use an 

online scanner.  In this case, you are to follow the links 

that are provided by security software running on the 

Windows operating system. 

     In conclusion, it is easy for and understandable that, 

many computer users will feel panic if any computer   

viruses are found on  their systems.  They should be    

reassured that most viruses are harmless.  Also, since 

new and improved antivirus programs are being         

developed every day, that should make any potential 

computer user feel more relaxed and less afraid. 



Why I Chose Accounting 
 

Today I am going to talk about why I chose to major 

in accounting in the business department at SCT, as well as 

some of the career opportunities for graduates of the      

accounting discipline.  Accounting plays a very important 

part in our lives and in our general society. 

I have chosen accounting for several reasons and     

today I will discuss three of them. 

First, I have always enjoyed working with  numbers.  

Also, I enjoyed taking math classes in high school.      

Working with numbers has always seemed very easy and 

straightforward to me.  So, I thought that it would be fun to 

incorporate working with numbers into my specialization 

and future    career. 

In the second place, I have chosen accounting as my 

major because I want to be working in the general field of 

business, just as my father does.  Furthermore, with         

accounting, I feel that it will be easy to find a job in a large 

number, and wide  variety, of sectors and industries in the 

future. 

Finally, studying accounting, and being an              

accounting major, is very important in almost any country 

in the world.  It cannot be forgotten that the ability to      

specialize and engage in business accounting can raise the 

economic level of each state. 

Accounting department graduates are working in a 

very wide range of jobs in a wide variety of fields that can 

be found in almost every country of the world.  Some     

examples of places where  accounting graduates have found 

jobs are government agencies, banks, financial services     

offices, entrepreneurship offices, and many   other openings 

that involve working with numbers. 

To conclude, there is no major company or small   

business that does not need an accountant, or the basic 

function of bookkeeping.  Regardless of the scope of the 

business, or the field they specialize in, accountants are 

necessary within almost any business or governmental   

environment. 
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How To Build A House 
 
     Building your dream home can be one of the most 

exciting things you do in your life.  Getting the          

opportunity to plan out each step of the process and 

make the decisions about your building project is a large     

responsibility.  Taking the scope of the project into     

account before you actually take the first step can help 

you to make it run more smoothly.  There are three     

important steps to take when you are thinking about 

building your own house:  finding a location, designing 

the house in question, and getting the  necessary permits. 

     The first step is finding a location.  The location is 

very important for a house.  Select a desirable place for 

your house.  There are many factors to consider when 

finding a suitable location on which to build your home.  

Think about a place you’d like to live long-term and 

keep in mind such things as climate, ground stability and 

the availability of utilities. 

     The second step is designing your home.  You may 

take this step by yourself, or you may consult with an 

architect.  Architects and engineers have special      

training and years of experience in designing houses, 

and are necessary for most building and zoning                       

jurisdiction code requirements.  Regardless of   whether 

you contract out their services or elect to   design your 

own plan, the house you build will be built for you, so 

you should be closely involved in the    design process. 

     The last step is getting the necessary permits.  You 

should try to secure a construction loan.  If you       

haven’t already started this process when securing the 

land, you’ll need to figure out a way to fund the          

project.  A construction loan is the most                      

recommended method of doing so.  Apply for a          

construction loan by filling out a loan application, and 

submitting it to a loan officer along with a credit        

report.  The completed loan application will need to   

include information, such as the type of loan              

requested, the amount of money      requested, and some 

kind of identification, either a   number or a picture. 



 

     Conventional energy sources are 

energy sources that are considered 

normal to use.  Some examples of 

these are coal, nuclear, geothermal,     

hydroelectric, and natural gas.  

Three kinds of conventional energy 

sources I would like to discuss are: 

fossil fuel energy, hydroelectric   

energy, and nuclear energy. 

 The first kind of conventional 

energy source is fossil fuel energy.  

We use fossil fuel energy in our 

lives for many things.  Coal, natural 

gas and petroleum are three of the 

most commonly known varieties of 

fossil fuels.  These are formed by 

the     decomposition of the remains 

of dead plants and animals buried 

under the earth for a long time.  

Their    reserves are limited and they 

are considered very precious.  The 

usage of these fossil fuels makes up 

a significant share of the total 

amount of global                           

environmental pollution. 

     The second kind of conventional 

energy source is hydroelectric       

energy.  Hydroelectric energy        

always requires running water to 

CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES 
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Effective 

 Communication 

Techniques 
 

     Communication is the        

exchange of ideas, opinions and 

information between people. 

Effective communication       

involves two people or more 

who may be able to go back and 

forth about any subject of      

debate. 

     In this age of information, 

we have to send, receive, and 

process huge numbers of      

messages every day.  Effective 

communication combines a set 

of skills, including:  nonverbal 

communication, attentive        

listening, and the ability to   

manage stress on the spot. 

     Listening is one of the most 

important aspects of effective 

communication.  Successful   

listening means not just          

understanding the words or the 

information being                 

communicated.   

 

Tips for Effective Listening 
     If your goal is to fully        

understand and connect with the 

other person, show your interest 

and focus fully on the speaker. 

Nonverbal Signals 
    When we communicate 

things that we care about, we do 

so mainly using nonverbal     

signals.  Wordless                

communication or body         

language are two kinds of non-

verbal signals.  The way you 

look, listen, or move can be   

others.  You can enhance effec-

tive communication by using 

open body language.  You can 

also use body  language to          

emphasize or enhance your verbal 

message. 

Managing Stress 
     In small doses, stress can help 

you perform under pressure.  How 

many times have you felt stressed 

during a disagreement with your 

spouse,    children, boss, friends or 

coworkers, then said or done some-

thing you later regretted? 

function.  Water power is               

developed by allowing water to 

fall under the force of   gravity.  It 

is used almost exclusively for    

electric power generation.         

Hydropower is used to drive water 

turbines and a generator.  After 

storing a sufficient amount of     

water, the water is allowed to flow 

down the tunnels of a dam.  It is 

clean and renewable energy.  It is 

also good for the                         

environment, because it doesn’t 

pollute it. 

     The final kind of conventional 

energy source is nuclear energy.  

Nuclear energy involves the      

burring of uranium.  The energy 

released by the complete fission 

of one kilogram of uranium is 

equal to the heat energy obtained 

by burning 4,500 tons of coal, or 

220 tons of oil.  The heat         

produced by the nuclear fission of 

the atoms is utilized in special 

heat exchangers for the             

production of steam.  This steam 

is then used to drive turbo        

generators as is the case in the 

conventional power plants. 



       According to John Dewey, learning is a                     

continuous process. It starts from the “womb” and ends 

to  the “tomb.”  The big question is:  From whom do we     

acquire learning the most?  Is it from our parents, 

friends, teachers or strangers? I guess, the answers can 

be quite controversial.   

       Some people believe that if parents spend a lot of 

time to be with their children, they can be able to       

cultivate their kids’ knowledge and hone their skills, as 

well. On the   other hand, others hold the opinion that 

parents, even if they are already adults, cannot behave 

well at times. That is to say, the statement “Parents are 

the best teacher” is not really convincible because 

adults can make wrong things!  

Personally, I disagree that parents are the best   

teachers. Nowadays, more and more parents spend less 

time with their kids. Parents get themselves occupied 

by mounting works and conferences to earn money.      

Leaving their kids alone in the house or having   

babysitters to take care of their children is the only 

choice for the busy    working parents. In this case,    

parents are not actually having a good way to teach the 
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kids, but they are just pushing themselves away from 

their own  children.  

On the other hand, young kids are willing to learn 

new things from the peer student. They do not only 

have more time to be with each other but they also 

share many commonalities in hobbies, intelligence 

and family background. Another reason, some parents 

do not even have a positive attitude towards life. For  

instance, there are parents with vices such as       

drinking, smoking, stealing, and fighting, which can 

have a contagious bad effect on kids. Many juvenile 

crimes happen   every now and then because of the 

adverse guidance from parents.  

I believe that parents play an indispensable role 

in the total formation of their children. Being a friend 

to your children, however, is not enough to let them    

acquire knowledge, skills, and values.  Hence, let you 

kids explore various things from a more specialized 

person like a teacher by means of formal education. 

There could be no geniuses in the world like Albert 

Einstein and William Shakespeare  without the help of 

teachers. 
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Acting as one 

Believing in each other 

Committing to excellence 

Doing whatever it takes 

Embracing a common vision 

Fostering group intelligence 

Giving the benefit of the doubt 

Harnessing the power of many 

Inspiring cooperation, not competition 

Juggling skills and talents 

Kindling collaborative genius 

Looking out for each other 

More ‘we’ and less ‘me’ thinking 

Not minding who gets the credit 

Overcoming obstacles together 

Putting principles before personalities 

Quickly resolving differences 

Recognizing each other’s strengths 

Sharing the workload 

Treating each other with respect 

Utilizing everyone’s skills 

Valuing everybody’s input 

Working side by side 

Xpecting exponential results 

Yearning to succeed together 

Zestfully making a difference. 

Teamwork is… 
 

       by Ms. Rachel Joseph 
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Avoid waiting for tomorrow. 

Be prompt in all your dealing. 

Create a good life. 

Dare to do the right, fear to do the wrong. 

Eschew evil 

Forgive honest mistakes. 

Glorify the creative spirits 

Help the poor and needy always. 

Injure not others reputation 

Jump not before you think twice. 

Know good and bad. 

Love God’s creation 

Meditate daily 

Never tell a lie 

Observe good manners 

Praise good work 

Question more to know more 

Regulate your own behavior 

Save resources 

Touch not, take not and handle not what is bad. 

Understand yourself 

Value life 

When depressed, look at the bright side. 

X-ray and examine problems 

Yield not to discouragement 

Zestfully nurse happiness. 

THE ABC OF SUCCESS 

     
 by M

s. G
ail M

acgowan 



Haikus  

              by Dr. Lorna Beduya 

 

 

Flowers bloom in May 

A bench rolls, slides, glides on me. 

Near, far, long for Thee. 

                                                               -0-     

Sand storms, Empty Quarter, 

Footsteps beyond left no trail. 

A gypsy stood still. 

-0- 

Dawn breaks with grey, hues 

Sun is up and sets it too, 

Warm this heart, let go. 
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Lend me your ear, I whisper to you 

Mortal, created beautiful and free 

Free to roam  wherever you desire 

To choose flowers and jasmine from all the fields 

Fearlessly advance, sail and roam life’s horizons 

Lightly call upon the Almighty to  

Evoke inspiration and illuminate you in halos 

Dispersed to create the seeds of life. 

Lend me your ear, 

Proceed in beauty, roam warmly, anticipatively 

Besiege the heart of friend and foe 

Others long for you 

Life seeks your companionship 

Your purity is impervious 

Unscathed by times trial 

Speak, 

Speak for the word was the right, builder 

Of all civilizations 

Decipher and innovate 

Transfer the face of life 

Encompass it in harmony and 

Bathed it in tranquility 

Man’s spirit blossom to green hopes 

And his past flickers as a mirage 

Lend me your ear 

Be soft and endearing as rain 

Roam freely and plant the seeds 

Of happiness to wash the agony 

Of bygone times. 

Lend Me Your Ear 
by Mr. Osman Mohammed Abu Baker 
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     Spoonerisms are funny expressions created by a transposition of the first letters 

or sound of two words. They can occur unintentionally by a slip of the tongue or by        

deliberately turning words for a funny effect. It is named after the Reverend      

Archibald Spooner (1844-1930), who was notoriously prone to this mistake.

                                      
     Once Dr. Spooner raised a toast to Her Royal Highness Queen  Victoria, and proclaimed:  

“Three cheers to our queer old dean!” 

                             The end is listless!!  J J 

       

     Can you figure these out? 

             Go and shake a tower.                                               Tease my ears! 

        I need a broaf of lead.                                               Damp stealer                  

                                      Would you like some belly jeans? 

                                         It’s roaring with pain 

 
Nye for bow!! 

SPOONERISM WHAT SPOONER MEANT 

You’ve tasted two worms   You’ve wasted two terms 

Is the bean dizzy? 
 

Is the dean busy? 

A blushing crow 
 

A crushing blow 

A well- boiled icicle 
 

A well – oiled bicycle 

Fighting a liar 
 

Lighting a fire 

Eye ball  
 

Bye all 
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Spoonerism  

by Ms. Wendella Francis 
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Can you spot all the differences? 
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 Students’ Artwork 

                                                       by  Firas  Hamid by MaJid Al Yafaii 

by Qais Al Ghassani                     by Malak Al Shanfari 
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 Students’ Artwork 

 by  Firas  Hamid               by Malak Al Shanfari 

          by   Atsoloom Omar  
                   Al Shahri 

    

 

            by Maleka Omar  
                 Ahmed Bahid 

   by Ali Hassan Eidroos 
               Ba-omar 



ELC Snapshots 
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by Mr. Kevin Stoda 

 

       For nearly two decades, I have been asking my        

students to get involved in improving their own writing, 

grammar, listening,  speaking, and general or technical 

knowledge by using computers, and online resources.   

 

THE KEYBOARD, MICROSOFT WORD, & REVISION 

       In the first years of using computers, I initially simply 

spent time orienting my students to the keyboard and    

having them undertaken writing of their paragraphs on a 

computer by using Microsoft resources.  Typically, we 

would go to the computer lab for typing one to three times 

a week.  All my students learnt to edit as they typed, i.e. 

when they saw a red underline on the spelling-grammar 

checker on Microsoft,  this meant to them  that the student 

had a spelling error that needed to be corrected.  In        

addition, they learnt that a green line indicated that a   

grammar   problem with a sentence or sentences existed.   

(Recently, Microsoft has added a blue line to distinguish 

certain types of grammar errors, like word form error,  

from the others.) Once all of those revisions were            

undertaken by the students, they would print out their     

document and hand it over to me.   

       Soon, after I tutored them a bit on the material that 

they had been creating, I would ask the students to return to 

their saved document at a computer. They once again    

revised it for me at the keyboard using notes and my       

suggestions. After the students completed at least three 

drafts at the computer, they were asked to put all three 

drafts together in a progress portfolio.   In this way, I could 

give them a course mark (or portfolio mark) based on    

continuous improvement.  As a follow up to excellent 

productions,  students could also send me their    completed 

final draft  electronically by email, which I sometimes used 

to put together a student writing magazine at the end of the 

term.  

BLOGS AND ON-LINE SITES 

       In addition, I began to share with students other       

activities for either doing those in same labs or for doing as  
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homework.  Usually, these assignments were online    

activities created by others somewhere on our planet earth 

via the World Wide Web for other teachers and students 

to use.   Sometimes, though, I also compiled a list of 

these activities from other instructors on my own 

webpages or weblogs (blogs).  Let me explain how this 

all evolved for me. 

       The first blog I created was around 1997, and it was 

with the assistance of a free blog building site from     

Angelfire.  For me, this initially was primarily a vanity 

site. However,  through working on its tutorials, I learnt 

some basic HTTP. Soon, I sought to create another    

website, which would integrate my  pedagogical interests 

with my own life story.  For this, I used Geocities,       

another free blog building platform.  It was on my        

Geocities site where  I first created a menu with links to 

“My Favorite ESL Sites,” “My Current Classes”—in 

which I also put my college classroom assignments--, and 

where I created further information links, such as my 

“Foreign Language   Assistance Site,” which  expanded 

my interest in languages other than  English. I also       

created pages or links where I shared how to use          

particular film or videos in the classroom to teach culture 
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and higher thinking skills.  These early writers later    

inspired me to do and   expand my research on this same 

cross-cultural educational material, which I eventually 

published in both online and paper-back journals over 

the next decades 

       In 2004, I initiated more academic and media          

oriented websites.  First, I created one site at Blogspot 

which is run through Google.  My site was named THE 

TEACHER.  This site sought to focus more on               

international peace education.  Through it, I sought to 

share more academic articles of both  mine and of      

others.  In addition, it was intended to provide a platform 

for discussion as well as for  sharing. 

       Finally, in 2009, I found a much easier to use      

platform at Wordpress to do the same thing.  I have been 

using this site primarily since that time—once again    

focusing on peace education, publication of articles and 

the sharing of or the discussing of ideas.  This site is 

simply called ESLKEVIN’S BLOG. (ESL stands for my 

longest profession—English as a Second Language 

Teacher--, but the subtitle of this blog still explains that 

the blog is still targeted at educators and peace educators 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

*  The more you study for an exam, the less sure you are 

    to which answer they want. 

*   It’s recession when your friend losses a job, but its      

     depression when you lose yours. 

*   True wisdom is knowing you know something, or         

     nothing. 

*   A wise man does not need advice and a fool would     

    not take it. 

*   Artificial intelligence is no match to natural stupidity. 

*   It is better to stay silent and remain a fool than to        

    open one’s mouth and clear the doubt. 

 

INTERESTING FACTS 

*   The only part of the  body that has no blood supply is  

     cornea. It takes oxygen directly from the air. 

*   A six year old laughs an average of 300 laughs a day 

     while an adult laughs 15 – 100 times a day. 

*   The color blue has a calming effect. It causes the        

     brain to release calming hormones. 

*   Every time you sneeze, some of your brain cells die. 

*   Your left lung is smaller than the right lung to make     

     room for you heart. 

*   The sound you hear when you crack your knuckles is 

     actually the sound of nitrogen gas bubbles bursting. 

*   Human hair and finger nails continue to grow even      

     after death. 

*   It takes about 20 seconds for a red blood cell to circle 

    the body. 

Using Computers…     from page 32 

          Turn to page  35 

by Ms. Gail Macgowan 
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Happy 45   Day, Oman! 
by Ms. Khayar Al Amri 

     It is the most wonderful time of the 

y e a r  w h e n  e v e r y  p a r t  o f  O m a n 

celebrates the biggest event of the 

country. Nothing can be better than the 

45th National Day to celebrate. It is the 

day which makes you feel joy wherever 

yo u  a r e .  I t  i s  a  s p e c i a l  t i m e  o f 

celebration  for both nationals and 

expatriates. It was indeed something 

special because of the presence of His 

Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said in the 

c o u n t r y  t h i s  t i m e .                                    

   That was the reason of the biggest joy 

for all people. Everyone conveyed their 

happiness  in his  or her own way. 

Therefore, Omanis were seen dancing 

or singing or reciting poems or slaying 

cattle or doing other activities, in the 

name of the National Day Celebration. 

It is something you do to show the 

world that you are proud of what has 

been achieved by His Majesty. It 

is a way of telling them that you 

are grateful to your leader for 

w h a t  h e  h a s  d o n e  f o r  y o u r 

country.  I t  is  something that 

makes you happy. We are taking 

strides forward towards progress 

in everything in the Sultanate. 

Without a shadow of doubt, every 

Omani realizes the importance of 

being a national in a country like 

ours. That is why we give that 

much importance to celebrate 

special    occasions like National   

Day. 

     A remarkable growth is seen 

every year and it never stops. 

Yearly, we celebrate this event as 

there is development in every 

f i e ld  in  th e  Su l t ana te .   Th e     

prosperity and progress of Oman 

have been achieved under the wise 

leadership of His Majesty Sultan 

Qaboos bin Said. But this time, the 

celebration of the Sultanate's 45 th 

National Day was unique because 

of the presence of His Majesty 

which ins t i l led   happiness  in 

e v e r y o n e .  A l l  p e o p l e  w e r e 

concerned about His       Majesty's 

health. Once he showed up, we 

knew that he was in good health. 

Hence, one can only expect what 

people would do in such a case. 

With a deep sense of pride and joy, 

e ve ry  s t a t e  o f  t h e  Su l t a n a t e          

celebrated  through  traditional 

dances . I'm       confident that our 

country in the coming days will 

witness further     developments as 

His Majesty continues to rule with 

utmost commitment    and   loyalty. 

 th 
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_____________  

 

Grammarly (requires membership) and other (some free) software are now online for accessing even more helpful editing-aids than what Microsoft 

currently      provides. 

 

Often (as time permitted) I would then have the student sit down next to me to read his or her word work aloud.  As they read, the student would 

learn to hear their own errors—which improved the student’s internal ear for English.   

 

Angelfire later merged with Lycos.  See http://www.angelfire.lycos.com/websitebuilder if you want to try to build one there.  

 

Geocities dissolved itself a half decade later, but it was partially rebuilt and reconstructed by a fan as Reocities in archive form. Thus, part of my old 

Geocities site can be viewed at http://www.reocities.com/athens/delphi/3533/menu.html 

 

THE TEACHER Blogspot is part of http://the-teacher.blogspot.com/ and that is operated by Google.  The site became problematic as Google     

uploaded ever more security—leading to me eventually lose my password in 2012-2013 (while failing to provide any positive remuneration, which 

other Blogspot users were reporting).  

 

ESLKEVIN’S BLOG at https://eslkevin.wordpress.com/ is subtitled “Teachers, Peacemakers, Witnesses for Justice and Learning Societies. Let´s 

Get Smart…” 

 

Moodle can be accessed here: https://moodle.org/ . 

 

SCT’s website is at https://www.sct.edu.om/web/ . 

 

This is one of my more recent webpages where I listed some of my favorite ESL sites in it:   https://eslkevin.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/introducing

-your-esl-or-efl-students-to-online-tutorials-and-quizzes/ . . .  I was especially thinking of SCT teachers as I created it. 

 

This is my oldest “My favorite ESL sites” collections or list: http://www.reocities.com/athens/delphi/3533/My_Favorite_ESL_Sites.html  . 

_____________ 

 

The Praxis Series® tests are computer based exams taken by individuals entering the teaching profession in grades K through 14 in the 

USA these days. A Praxis study series like this one created by me helps you to review your education and to prepare for a Praxis test in 

Principles of Teaching and  Learning.   The page, which I created, will help of others, I hope.  It is at https://

eslkevin.wordpress.com/2015/09/16/time-to-study-the-principles-of-learning-and-teaching-for-a-state-praxis-exam/ ,  and it covers most all 

of the topics on the Praxis Examination summary of current American teacher education licensure materials and histories of education, 

which have influenced recent trends in education there. (This includes anything from the      Psychology and the Exceptional child through 

Social and Psychological foundations of education and/or the Philosophy and History of Education  in North America. As well, it covers 

classroom management, planning, classroom practice, assessment, and legal issues in education of the 21st Century).  

in general.  I recommend Wordpress because it provides 

easy access to uploading images and videos while          

requiring no HTML knowledge to use.  

      On this blog with Wordpress, I have seen that my most 

popular online publication has been a collection of warm 

up materials or icebreakers for teachers  entitled: “First 

Day (or First Week) Activities, Icebreakers, or                

Introductory Activities for ESL Classes.” A close follow 

up in       popularity has been my shorter essays known as: 

“Examples of Cause and Effect Essays of 5 paragraph 

length for Omani students.” 

      Meanwhile, for teachers or for  teachers in training, I 

have more recently created a link for those studying for one 

of the national teaching exams (in the USA, my          

homeland).  That page is entitled: “Time to Study the           

Principles of Learning and Teaching for a State Praxis Exam.” 

       By my example of creating these sorts of  weblinks, I     

encourage other faculty here and around the globe to create 

their own      selections of study materials specifically for their 

classroom.  In this way, we can share our ideas for putting   

together the most important study materials in whatever       

subject, i.e. sharing any materials that they believe are useful 

for others on the World Wide Web.  Even neophyte bloggers 

may in this way make important contributions for changes to 

both    Moodle and  non-Moodle courses  in  other educational 

programs. 

     Try it out.  Make your own educational pages now through 

Wordpress, Blogspot, Moodle, Anglefire, or any number  of 

already existing free platforms.  
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CROSSWORD  

 

 OMAN Quiz  

1. When did everyone over 21 get           

the voting right in Oman? 

      a) 1959             c) 1992 

      b) 1970             d)  2003 

 

2. Who was overthrown in 1970? 

      a) Fahd  

      b) Said bin Taimur    

      c) Faisal bin Saud 

      d) Aziz 

 

3. Which of the following cities was 

once  the capital of Oman? 

     a) Nizwa           c) Salalah 

     b) Shiraz           d) Zanzibar 

 

4. Which sect of Islamis           

followed by most Omanis? 

      a) Wahabi   

          b) Qadiani  

          c) Ibadi    

          d) Shia 

 

5. When did Portugal occupy             

Oman? 

        a) 1453    

        b) 1492  

             c) 1508    

             d) 1659 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Said_bin_Taimur
http://www.go4quiz.com/873/list-of-surahs-quran-islamic-quiz/
http://www.go4quiz.com/93/portugal-quiz/
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SUDOKO CHALLENGE 

RIDDLE  TONGUE TWISTER 
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The Lady or the Tiger? 
( A Story Written by Frank R. Stockton) 

Shared by Manal Alabsy 

      Long ago, in the very olden time, 

there lived a powerful king. Some of 

his ideas were            progressive. But    

others caused people to suffer. One of 

the king’s ideas was a public    arena 

as an agent of poetic justice. Crime 

was punished, or           innocence was 

decided, by the result of chance. 

When a person was accused of a 

crime, his      future would be judged 

in the public arena. All the people 

would gather in this building. The 

king sat high up on his ceremonial 

chair. He gave a sign. A door under 

him opened. The accused person 

stepped out into the arena. Directly 

opposite the king were two doors. 

They were side by side, exactly alike. 

The person on trial had to walk        

directly to these doors and open one 

of them. He could open  whichever 

door he pleased. If the accused man 

opened one door, out came a hungry 

tiger, the fiercest in the land. The tiger    

immediately jumped on him and tore 

him to   pieces as   punishment for his 

guilt. The case of the suspect was thus 

decided. Iron bells rang sadly.  Great 

cries went up from the paid mourners. 

And the people, with heads hanging low 

and sad hearts, slowly made their way 

home. They mourned greatly that one so 

young and fair, or so old and respected, 

should have died this way. But, if the 

accused opened the other door, there 

came forth from it a woman, chosen    

especially for the person. To this lady 

he was      immediately      married, in 

honor of his innocence. It was not a     

problem that he might already have a 

wife and family, or that he might have      

chosen to marry     another woman. The 

king  permitted     nothing to interfere 

with his great method of punishment 

and reward. Another door opened under 

the king, and a      clergyman, singers, 

dancers and musicians joined the man 

and the lady. The marriage ceremony 

was quickly completed. Then the bells 

made cheerful noises. The people   

shouted happily. And the innocent man 

led the new wife to his home, following 

children who threw flowers on their 

path. This was the king’s method of         

carrying out justice. Its fairness         

appeared  perfect. The accused         

person could not know which door was 

hiding the lady. He opened either as he 

pleased, without having knowing  

whether, in the next minute, he was to be 

killed or married.     Sometimes the 

fierce animal came out of one door. 

Sometimes it came out of the other. This 

method was a popular one. When the     

people gathered     together on one of the 

great trial days, they never knew wheth-

er they would see a bloody killing or a 

happy   ending. So everyone was  always 

interested. And the      thinking part of 

the community would bring no charge of    

unfairness against this plan. Did not the 

accused person have the whole matter in 

his own hands? The king had a beautiful        

daughter who was like him in many 

ways. He loved her above all humanity. 

The princess   secretly loved a young 

man who was One day, the king                

discovered the relationship   between his 

daughter and the young man. The man 

was     immediately put in prison. A day 

was set for his trial in the king’s public 

arena. This, of course, was an especially 

important event. Never    before had a 

                  Turn to the next page 
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  The Lady or the Tiger…      from page 38 

common  subject been brave enough to 

love the    daughter of the king. The king 

knew that the young man would be     

punished, even if he opened the right 

door. And the king would take pleasure 

in      watching the series of events, which 

would judge whether or not the man had 

done wrong in loving the princess. The 

day of the trial arrived. From far and near 

the     people gathered in the arena and 

outside its walls. The king and his       

advisers were in their places, opposite the 

two doors. All was ready. The sign was    

given. The door under the king opened 

and the lover of the princess entered the 

arena. Tall, beautiful and fair, his        

appearance was met with a sound of    

approval and tension. Half the people had 

not known so perfect a young man lived 

among them. No wonder the     princess 

loved him! What a terrible thing for him 

to be there! As the young man entered the 

public arena, he turned to bend to the 

king. But he did not at all think of the 

great ruler. The young man’s eyes       

instead were fixed on the princess, who 

sat to the right of her     father. From the 

day it was decided that the sentence of 

her lover should be      decided in the   

arena, she had thought of nothing but this 

event. The princess had more    power,          

influence and force of character than   

anyone who had ever before been        

interested in such a case. She had done 

what no other person had done. She had 

possessed herself of the secret of the 

doors. She knew behind which door 

stood the tiger, and behind which       

waited the lady. Gold, and the power of a 

woman’s will, had brought the secret to 

the princess. She also knew who the lady 

was. The lady was one of the    loveliest 

in the kingdom. Now and then the      

princess had seen her looking at and    

talking to the young man. The princess 

hated the woman behind that silent door. 

She hated her with all the intensity of 

the blood passed to her through long 

lines of cruel ancestors. Her lover 

turned to look at the        princess. His 

eye met hers as she sat there, paler and 

whiter than anyone in the large ocean 

of tense faces around her. He saw that 

she knew    behind which door waited 

the tiger, and       behind which stood 

the lady. He had expected her to know 

it. The only hope for the young man 

was based on the success of the       

princess in  discovering this mystery. 

When he looked at her, he saw that she 

had been successful, as he knew she 

would succeed. Then his quick and 

tense look asked the question: 

“Which?” It was as clear to her as if he 

shouted it from where he stood. There 

was not time to be lost. The princess 

raised her hand, and made a short, 

quick movement toward the right. No 

one but her lover saw it. Every eye but 

his was fixed on the man in the arena. 

He turned, and with a firm and quick 

step he walked across the empty space. 

Every heart stopped beating. Every 

breath was held. Every eye was fixed 

upon that man. He went to the door on 

the right and opened it. Now, the point 

of the story is this: Did the tiger come 

out of that door, or did the lady? The 

more we think about this question, the     

harder it is to answer. It involves a 

study of the human heart. Think of it 

not as if the decision of the question 

depended upon yourself. But as if it 

depended upon that hot-blooded     

princess, her soul at a white heat under 

the fires of sadness and jealousy. She 

had lost him, but who should have 

him? The best looking and bravest in 

the land. But he was a   commoner, not 

part of an important  family. How    

often, in her waking hours and in her 

dreams, had she started in wild terror, 

and covered her face with her hands? 

She thought of her lover opening the 

door on the other side of which    

waited the sharp teeth of the tiger! 

But how much oftener had she seen 

him open the other door? How had 

she ground her teeth, and torn her 

hair, when she had seen his happy 

face as he opened the door of the   

lady! How her soul had burned in 

pain when she had seen him run to 

meet that woman, with her look of 

victory. When she had seen the two 

of them get married. And when she 

had seen them walk away together 

upon their path of flowers, followed 

by the    happy shouts of the crowd, 

in which her one sad cry was lost! 

Would it not be better for him to die 

quickly, and go to wait for her in that 

blessed place of the future? And yet, 

that tiger, those cries, that blood! Her 

decision had been shown quickly. But 

it had been made after days and 

nights of thought. She had known she 

would be asked. And she had decided 

what she would answer. And she had 

moved her hand to the right. The 

question of her decision is one not to 

be lightly considered. And it is not 

for me to set myself up as the one 

person able to answer it. And so I 

leave it with all of you: Which came 

out of the open door – the lady, or the 

tiger? 
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